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"Big ...... Lin manager." Night one came forward, incomparably respectful on the ready to shout
big brother, but saw Lin Hao a strong give him a wink, to the mouth of the brother hard to

swallow back, the appearance is very comical ......

Anna's amber eyes are frozen straight, this person is really Lin's new investment in the

Asia-Pacific region strategic investment CEO?This ...... honestly, she really do not want to

believe that the image seen in front of her eyes is true, after all, compared to Lin Hao and George,
she still prefer George, George is higher than Lin Hao no matter the price of low position, and also
F nationals She is not much of a racist, but when faced with a certain choice, she still chooses her
own race ......

George stared at Lin Hao, so when Night One appeared, he followed Lin Hao's gaze and
saw Night One, and then saw Anna's eyes, and looked at the odd look from inside Anna's eyes,
a look that looked like an acknowledgement of Lin Hao's identity ......

George's body slowly moved towards Anna's side, Anna's face was bitter when she saw
George coming, in fact, George and Lin Hao started an argument, she wanted to be to persuade,
but then because Lin Hao as a Chinese is too arrogant, Chinese, what makes him arrogant ......

"He is one of the vice presidents of Lin's new investment, the real person in charge ......"
Anna said, George looked at Night One, his heart began to violently calculate, the old father is

thinking of ways to meet this person, but has been struggling to find a way, now, this person is not
in his Now, wasn't this man right in front of his eyes? As long as he had a good relationship with

him, his position in Toulouse would definitely rise in the future. I'm afraid that given some time,
the next George would be another Finkin Gatt, right?



Georges was thrilled, he was in a good mood today. I am really grateful to this man, the
Chinese, for the endless benefits he has brought to himself by making the acquaintance of the

fallen Finkin Gatt. In the old Chinese saying the thin camel is bigger than the horse, and although
he is now disgraced, he is still the former first in line heir to the Gaiter family, both in terms of

resources and status. At the same time befriended one of Lin's new investment in power vice

president, he really wants to thank Lin Hao properly, of course he will, after Finkin-Gate out,
himself will walk up and spit twice towards his ......

As for worrying

When Avril saw Night One, her heart was still a little worried, instantly her face was
straightforwardly joyful, she didn't like George much, especially a gentry like George, always
arrogant with his status, originally he didn't have a problem with Lin Hao, but then, he wanted to
use his wealth and power to bully a foreigner, really abominable, but now it's good, he can teach
him a lesson, extinguish his arrogance, and then let Lin Hao to strike and warn him so that he

won't come over to harass her again in the future ......

"Vice President Night, hello again." AiWeier walked forward with a smile on her face, full
of respect.

Night One saw Avril's joking and laughing with Lin Hao, and at the same time saw

Anna's joking with George, and naturally sorted out the relationship in his mind ......

"Vice President Night? er closed land whisked closed yisandi? , good morning." Anna
smiled at Night One and bowed slightly.



Night One nodded gently, while if not for Lin Hao giving him a wink, Night One would
have instinctively wanted to walk over to Lin Hao and then stand behind him, watching his big
brother pointing the way ......

"To introduce to you, this is our Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific region strategic
investor CEO, he brings extremely high profits to the company and occupies a very high position
within the group, in the future you see him, if there is anything you don't know, you can learn
from him to learn." Night One introduced Lin Hao to the two of them, Night One all but hated
himself for fixing up any good words, but found the limitations too high and finished with a slight
self-condemnation.
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George listened to the introduction of night one, also can hear this vice president to this
Asia-Pacific region of the investor is extremely esteemed, which makes his heart slightly feel a

trace of trouble, at the same time in the heart very anxious hate to Fenjin Gait immediately arrived,
only Fenjin Gait, only to be able to let him peace of mind ......

Anna looked at the appearance of the introduction of Lin Hao by the night one, her heart
only felt a pain, this Asia-Pacific investor, in the group's status is so high, completely unlike the
general company put out of the helm ......

The moment I think of the future in the group status may be because of their own just
stand and cause the development of hindrance, the heart is incomparably difficult to feel, they are
not Avril, and why should be jealous of her? She can be indifferent to a lot of things, but not
herself, their own slightly crooked path, you may have to give up before, Anna wanted to cry, the
afterglow saw Lin Hao, found Lin Hao's afterglow are not inside her, instantly eyes are red ......



"Hello guys." Lin Hao said to Avril, your you, there was only one person inside his eyes,
only Avril. And there is no Anna, after all, their own company, there is still someone's arm to the

outside? Although Lin Hao will not casually with a small staff over, but also will not say when let
did not happen ......

Anna's eyes instantly burst into tears ......

George's lips were bitten red as he squeezed out a smile and walked towards Night One,
then pretended to be confident and said, "Hello President Night of Lin's new investment, I'm the

owner of Yat Company on the third floor of Block B of the China World Trade Center, engaged in
IT ......"

"Hmm." Before George could finish, Night One interrupted him, after following Lin Hao

for so many years, what kind of scenes he had not seen, what kind of polite scenes he had not seen,
he had experienced big and small things, so dealing with some unnecessary character relations, he
was not willing to waste time, besides, it was not like he was following his big brother in Toulouse
to make money, but to assist his big brother to find a kind of biochemical technology ......

George instantly blushed a blue pale, the surrounding people are looking at him, now
directly interrupted, is not the same as a slap in the face? He felt that behind him countless eyes

countless mouths were looking at him and joking about him, which made him very angry, but he
did not dare ......

George clenched his fist and said in an icy tone, "Chief Night, I heard that Finkin-Gate is
on his way here, he said that the purpose of his coming out is to find an Oriental, I wonder what
relationship you have with this Oriental, of course ......" George took Finkin-Gate out, which made
him feel much more at ease, and he was not wrong, Finkin-Gate was originally on his way
here ......



Finkin Gator? Night one laughed, the bottom of his heart endless cold laugh, he did not

think, he and his elder brother will later meet in what kind of scene Gait family people, now it

seems, even by a small company owner to pit, this is really, drink water plugged teeth can not?
Of course this is too look up to George, they are not afraid of the Gaiter family at all ...... just
being pitted by such a small person, the heart is inevitably not good ......

As soon as Night looked towards Lin Hao, he found that Lin Hao's face expression did not
change even a little bit, thinking that this is his big brother! No matter what happens, there is
always no fear!

Seeing that Night One's face did not have a single expression and even glanced at Lin Hao,
George's eye pupils sunk into his eye holes and his wrinkled eyebrows turned into a line as he

continued, "The Finkin-Gate family is a real top family in the area! Aren't you guys scared that

he's offended the Gaither family?"

"As strong as Lin's new investment is, can it really compare to the Gaither family? That's
an old family, do you really want to offend the entire Gaiter family for the sake of one investor

from the Asia Pacific region?"

"I do? Zero whisker love to serve you? To tell you the truth, the current Finkin-Gate hates
all Chinese people with a passion! I even think that you can also back off and retreat, otherwise, I
am afraid that the Gaiter family's bodyguards, will crush you into slag as well!"
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Anna had heard of Finkin Gaite and knew that he was the most accomplished man of the young
generation in the whole of Toulouse, as well as the first in line of succession to the powerful Gaite



family, and she couldn't even imagine that someone had offended him! And a Chinese national?
If this were in Toulouse, this man, would he still be able to live properly? At the same time,
looking at George's meaning, the person Finkin-Gaiter was targeting, it wouldn't be the CEO of

his own Asia Pacific strategic investment, would it?

"The Gaither family? Very strong?" Night one raised his chin and said with incomparable

pride, this Gaite family, if not for a senior biochemist to save the day, I'm afraid Finkin Gaite

would have died on the spot, so in front of them, Finkin Gaite is a joke ......

George finished is waiting for night one's answer, he does not believe that Lin's new
investment landed in Toulouse ITC building, do not go back to understand the background of the
local family power group in Toulouse, a super large company, the intelligence department must
be first class strong, because they will not waste time on this to slowly figure out the combination

of forces in each place ......

Just when he was crossing his fingers, the answer he got was such a sentence from Night

One, George narrowed his eyes, this vice president of Lin's new investment, was he too arrogant?
How dare he look down on the Gaite family?

"Do you know how many local properties the Gaiters are involved in in Toulouse? How

many assets are under their hands? Oh, I see you are just bragging and boasting in front of me,
deliberately raising the status of your group, I'm afraid that when Finkin Gaiter comes out later,
you won't be too scared to speak, will you?" George laughed mockingly. To be honest for Night
One and Lin Hao after knowing that Finkin-Gate came, especially Night One such attitude he was
completely unexpected, but thought of in the ancient China is not there is that saying? They may

have taken a chance and thought that Finkin-Gate would not come ......

The first thing I thought was that with the arrival of Night One, this drama would end with
George admitting that he had been beaten up, but I didn't expect that George would have gotten



involved with Finkin-Gate. Although Finkin-Gate has lost half his face, he is still a member of the

Gate family, and the face of the Gate family is unquestionable ...... and at this moment,
Finkin-Gate must have an endless amount of anger in his stomach that needs to be vented. Even
if the Lin Hao in front of him is not the same Lin Hao, but Finkin-Gate is so angry that he
probably doesn't care whether he is or not ......

"What can I do? It's so hard to meet a Chinese who feels pretty good, just like that...? I

don't think so. ...absolutely not allowed!" Avril's violet pupils glowed with a strange light, her
expression resolute.

Lin Hao laughed and shook his head. Anna's face changed as she watched this look, it was
hard for her to distinguish the situation now, she didn't have the status that Avril had, she didn't
have much exposure to the Gaite family, she just knew that the Gaite family was powerful and

scary, and had a high status in Toulouse. But to say that their Lin's new investment group is so

worthless, she is a little reluctant, anyway, is quite torn in the heart, but well, look at Lin Hao's
gaze but a few more pity ......

The fact is that the company's business is not only a good one, but also a good one.

So she opened her mouth and said, "Mr. Lin, you don't need to worry right now. You may
not know the horrors of the Gaite family, but even if you did, so what? In Toulouse, it's not the
Gaite family that has the say, and if he dares to act brutally, I will definitely protect you!" Said
Avril opened her arms, a holy angel look, in that purple-blue eyes inside, a time to let people see
countless light of light, clear and holy ......

On the contrary, Anna's high and cold look, amber eyes, was muddy and disgusting for

a moment. Those are the eyes of the world ......
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Chapter 1074

Lin Hao couldn't help but hear it, a big sunny smile on his face as he replied with a snarky tease,
"Protect me with what? Both arms?"

Avril blushed slightly, her hands retracted and said firmly, "I'll protect you anyway."

George clenched his fist and his arm was bruised; it was enough that these two were
flirting in front of him, but to say that they were willing to turn on the Gates for a stranger? Was

Avril crazy? That's the Gaiters? Even if your family is not lowly in Toulouse, would you really

want to go to war with the Gaetes? Would your family be willing to do that? No, they wouldn't!
Avril is mad, she must be under the spell of this Oriental, the bloody Chinese!

"Avril, if you're under the spell of this bloody Oriental, you'll blink! How dare you say

such a thing? That's Finkin Gatt, even if your family is from a good background, but surely your
family wouldn't cross the Gatt family for a stranger and a bloody Chinese, you do realise that
there isn't a single person in Toulouse, no, in F, who doesn't hate the Chinese, and if there is, it's
something else!" George approached the roar and the passers-by around him heard him and

shouted with real arms, they were actually upset that this Chinese guy was arrogant all the way to
the top and was really the CEO of Lin's new group of strategic investors in the Asia Pacific

region ......

"George, I'm not under anyone's spell, I just don't think this should be happening!" Avril
grunted and said firmly. Night one are looking at the eyes, think in the future Avril's family, they
can take care of it, after all, big brother just now also replied to Avril's action, and flirted, just
now the smile on big brother's face is from the heart, is a rare smile under these days of
sadness ......

Even if you do pay for this smile, Night One feels it's worth it!



"You! Good, good, good! I'm going to see if you can hold to keep this damned Chinese

man then!" George walked to Lin Hao, tried to raise his hand to point at him, but was Lin Hao
swiftly and incomparably grabbed his finger, then that like a sleeping tiger woke up posture, sharp
eyes stared at him, a penetrating feeling out of George, scared George hair upside down, the whole
body stirred, the finger suffered back, shivering in fear ......

In fact, Avril heart also has no bottom, only for the sake of a good meeting of joy, she felt
that she needed to give something, the only way, she felt that she was taking the meeting she met
seriously ......

There are some things that you should cherish when you meet them and not allow yourself
to regret them. After all, there are so many people in the world, so many people you meet in your
lifetime, and there are only a few people you can really like. If you bury your love in your heart

just because of one thing, how much of a pity it is ......

Life is only once, it should not be missed!

"Beep beep beep~~~"

George's mobile phone rang, and George got excited and said to the three Lin Hao night

one Avril, "You're all going down! Avril, you really absolutely must stand with them!"

Lin Hao is also looking at Ai Weier, found Ai Weier look on some panic, there is a trace
of timidity, but the eyes are firm, Lin Hao look at the eyes, put in the heart, night one
likewise ......



"Good, good!" George said three good in a row before answering the phone, the voice of
Finkin-Gate roaring over there came, "Are they still where they are, I'm on my way, I'm already

here!"

Finkin Gat couldn't wait, he was already here and he had to call to check, just in case Lin
Hao had left!

However, the old servant butler in his car saw through the car window a man standing

straight under a sycamore tree, with a dignified and calm demeanour, with eyes that looked
relaxed and bland, but a certain senior ruthlessness as well as harshness that pierced his heart

fiercely, and he panicked a little!

Because, this is Lin Hao? The west cover closed Aisan Lu Shan'er?

But Finkin Gatt had already rushed up!

What could be done about this!

Isn't this like sending him to his death?

Damn you George!



If I don't die, I'll make you die! I thought you were just fooling Finkin' Gatt with a
Chinese guy, but it's a real person!

A real person! The Chinese guy who even his own cyborg said later in the battle that he

had to go around when he met him! He had nowhere to cry, his heart was filled with endless

hatred, no less than Finkin Gatt's!

George, however, was thrilled to death, "Finkin' Gator's here! You're finished!"

Avril was so nervous that she squeezed the corner of Lin Hao's coat, obviously her bottom
line was all her stubbornness, this was a stubborn woman!
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The old servant sat shivering in the car, while behind him a mercenary leader licked his lips,
thinking the car had stopped and they were going to strike, inside the old Gaither family home,
the group of them all deflated? Flick yiwu flick zero dye love love? Out of the hair, now finally

a chance to get out and move their shins ......

He moved his neck and made the sound of his bones rubbing out.

"Boss when you want to strike later tell me casually, I guarantee that he will die in less than
three seconds in my hands!" He said with immense confidence and pride. If it wasn't for the
money the Gates family paid, who would have been willing to give up the fast money job they

had in Western Europe? They were either driving, helping out in the nightclubs, or bullying men
and women, and had no challenging work to do.



The eyes of Finkin Gatt were filled with scarlet blood, it was really Lin Hao!

It was really Lin Hao! How could it be the real Lin Hao! Why did he dare to appear in

Toulouse? And in the city centre! Was he really not afraid of the Gaite family?

At this moment, Finkin Gatt could only think of one thing: How could it be him?

The rage that had been going on all the way, at such a moment, after bumping into Lin
Hao, the flames of anger ran wild, but the courage to dare to rush up to him gradually went cold

when his face was on fire with pain, the feeling of death, filled his surroundings, his recklessness,
made him regret it!

He could not have imagined, by any means, why he had dared to come, was it folly? Or

had anger overtaken him? Daring to seek out Lin Hao?

If Bijil the Cyborg hadn't saved him that day, he would have been no match for him, even
if he had taken on the entire mercenary force of the Gaite family, I'm afraid... What to do now?

What to do now?

Finkin-Gate's legs trembled, the pain that appeared in his face worsened, he just felt his
chest was tight and he couldn't catch his breath ......



Seeing that Finkin-Gate's caravan just stopped, but delayed in getting anyone out of the

car, George frowned, but thought that this was Finkin-Gate, surely he would not come up to him
by himself, surely he would need to greet him. George didn't feel ashamed either, and walked

straight towards Finkin-Gate's head car, passing Lin Hao and Night One with his mouth in a

triumphant manner, "I can't even save you now that you're begging me! Wait for death!"

Listening to George's arrogant words, Anna's amber eyes were filled with pity for Lin Hao,
while looking towards Finkin-Gate's convoy, headed by a Les Rouse Poison, worth more than 40
million euros, this was the real top aristocrat's car, in the whole of Toulouse, there was only one
car like this! To drive a car like this is status! It's status, it's handsome! She was the chief assistant
to the president of Lin's new investment group, which had recently become very popular in

Western Europe, and she felt that such a person was incredibly rich. Another lipstick was pulled
out from the new LV bag of the season and a touch-up was applied ......

Avril's violet eyes drifted within them with scorn and determination as she stared equally

at Finkin-Gate's car, a Lamborghini poison worth over forty million euros that made a big fuss

back then, and the whole of Toulouse discussed it for a long time when it landed, not just at the
local capitalist level in Toulouse, but also throughout the southern city. As you can imagine, the
car was as much of a hit as it was a front for the Gaiter family. The car landed at the time, whether
it was mythologised or rumoured, and the pomp and circumstance at the time was such that Avril,
who was studying in China, was affected ......

Chapter 1076

She knew that discussing so much was not just about the car, but about the Gates family, which
her father had told her was not as rich as theirs, but stronger than theirs, and much stronger. She
didn't understand it then, and she doesn't understand it now! How could her family's assets all
add up to much more than the Gaither family's market value, and yet they were still lower than

the Gaither family. Of course, there are several other families, not just the Gates, who are in this
situation. She doesn't understand, very much so ......



Of course these are things beyond the present moment, the present moment is when they
have to face the majesty and bullying of the Gaither family brought by Finkin Gaither, she stood
stubbornly, wanting to see what it was like for her father and brothers to be oppressed by people

who didn't deserve it ...... from people weaker than themselves

Lin Hao helplessly smiled, in fact, he also wanted to see how Finkin-Gate in the end will
face himself, quite ridiculous, a good escape from their own hands of an insignificant character,
how dare to make a big publicity to put himself how to how, Lin Hao can not understand,
frowning deep at the same time, and feel funny ......

Night one is also confused, this person well escape, now really dare to come back? To be

honest he listened to George said Finkin-Gate will come, at that time feel incomparable ridiculous,
after all, well, this person easily escape from the hands of big brother, that really is big brother is
not willing to more than one unarmed person under the deadly hand, otherwise, if according to the
strength of the East, he can now under the funeral ...... is such a person, still really came? And the

gesture is still so big? Is it to be funny?

Night One walked to Lin Hao's side and said in an incomparably small voice, "Big
brother, this person is not here to send death, right?" Night One's voice was so small that only Lin
Hao could hear it, except that the duo's rather intimate appearance fell into the eyes of Avril and
Anna, who frowned, her freshly smeared red lips opening slightly, only to have them close up.
George can say that Lin's new investment that is because his own family background is not small,
not low status. But he is not, he is only one of the chief assistants of the president's office of Lin's
new investment, looks and feels quite powerful, but then, the real power has nothing, and his own
background is not much, to warn the night one, is not the same as to cut off his own future? It's
just that she doesn't want Lin's new investment and my Gaiter family to get into trouble over a

Chinese, which is annoying her ......



Night one's closeness made Avril's violet eyes sparkle with the light of someone who was
as protective of Lin Hao as she was. Her heart took a little comfort, while the eyes that looked to
the side of Lin Hao became a little more steely ......

George that walking back arrogant and domineering, proud and extraordinary, out of the
most arrogant back in all of Europe, and then the next moment!

Just as he got? The next moment! The next moment, as he was getting ready to take
credit, Finkin-Gate's old servant staggered out of the car and came up, guarding the door, and
slapped George hard in the face!

It was so loud that it made his own palm glow red!

The slap didn't just confuse George, it stunned the crowd in the street? How can you hit

one of your own? Is this what the Gates family is all about? Is this the power of the Gates family?
To show off their family's high status? That's why they put on this show? Is this too cool?

The crowd was so excited that they were chanting, "This is how Europe treats the sick man

of East Asia with pride! The Gaetes! The Gaetes!"

Only the louder these people shouted, the harder the old servant struck, the greater the
weakness in his legs, and he beat George while his legs shook violently!

Just now in the car, his own legs were shaking non-stop, if he hadn't seen Finkin Gatt's
eye holes shrink violently, his anger and fear coexisting, his whole person in a panic trance, his



forehead covered with big sweat, all unconscious, how would he how dare he make an appearance

in front of Lin Hao? Wouldn't that be seeking death? But Finkin-Gate did not come out, he could
only seek death ......

So his anger could only be vented on this George who told him to come looking for
death ...... Just out of this damned George, even these citizens of Toulouse deserve to die as
well ...... His heart roared with fear and anger begging them to stop shouting, stop shouting ......
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"What's wrong with them?" Avril's violet eyes showed her confusion as she asked in a whisper,
covering her small, delicate, cherry-like mouth. She couldn't understand this scene, and she

didn't want to accept it, after all, the Gaiters had been bullying their family for a day or two, and
if they really bullied her brothers and father as they had George, she couldn't accept it ......

The night one said with immense pride, "Perhaps in atonement."

"Atonement? Atonement for what?" Avril's stunningly beautiful side face looked over, the
sunlight hitting the top of her side face, making her stand like an angel ......

Once Night looked at Lin Hao, he found that his big brother did not say anything, so he
did not explain more, but watched quietly. At the same time heartfelt disdain, still thought how
the pride of the Gaiter family how, so this is it? So this is the Gaither family? I wonder how old

Bob would have felt if he had seen Finkin Gaither come looking for his big brother after he had
seen him in Toulouse, but too scared to get out of the car and even more so to fight against the

person who tipped him off? The Gates family? A fight? They are not afraid!



Anna looked at Lin Hao, the bottom of her heart has been playing drums wondering, why
Finkin Gaither out of the scene, he is still so calm and composed, and vice president of the night

and Avril still have a laugh, think this is not even something!

She couldn't help herself somewhat and opened her mouth to remind him, "Vice President
Night, the car that Finkin-Gate is sitting in seems to be a forty million euro Lamborghini Poison,
only thirteen of which are available worldwide!"

Night nodded, this car?, very expensive he knew, the Lin family had one, just that the
head of the family never took it out to pretend anything, in fact, or because the wife of the head of
the family did not know, if the elder brother mentioned a word to his sister-in-law, I'm afraid that

his sister-in-law would drive the car around the Tianhai, so ah, it was not worth mentioning to
them. Just like the way big brother's eyes didn't even move ......

Not a matter!

Seeing that night one just nodded and then said nothing, Anna's heart was in turmoil, she
was so concise in reminding why the night vice president who was in a high position did not
understand at all anymore, was her meaning not obvious? The Gaiter family is so strong, facing
such a power, the time to abandon the group's employees is to abandon the ...... Do you really
want her to say that the other side is very strong, we can properly abandon this regional investor
CEO of Asia Pacific?Just this is not in line with the rules of the workplace... ...she was anxious,
very anxious, as anxious as before, afraid that by the time she knew Finkin-Gate, there was such
a layer of two crossed relations in it that it would affect her getting along with Finkin-Gate at that
time ......

George for a time was big dumbfounded, but after a dozen slaps, the corners of the mouth
are spilling blood, finally is to regain some consciousness, he covered the red swollen to purple



mouth, talk are stinging God, still can not help but ask incomprehensibly, "Why do you want to

beat me?"

"If it weren't for the fact that I didn't dare to kill anyone in front of Lin Hao! Otherwise I
would really kill you!" The old servant roared in a low voice, and his whispered voice directly

irritated the mercenary squad leader inside the car as he directly darted down from inside the car,
then with a quick darting shot, he arrived in front of Lin Hao.

The old servant couldn't even stop him before he felt the figure disappear, and then he

looked? The steak whisked Yi Yi Shan Yi Yi steak? Seeing the young captain of the mercenaries

standing in front of Lin Hao with an I am king stance, his heart, once again a, looked back at

Finkin-Gate inside the car and found his face pale, his eyes desperate and his mouth with traces of
having just cried out 'no'!

He knew that Finkin Gatt was scared again!

"That's you, isn't it? Damned Chinese! Tell me, how do you want to die?" The little
captain protecting Finkin Gat's mercenaries had drifting eyes, a contemptuous demeanour, a
playful smile on the corners of his mouth, a cynical and I am the king arrogant stance, but
unaware that he felt so strong that he was no better than an ant in Lin Hao's eyes!

"How do I want to die? That your go ask Finkin Gatt how he wants me to die." Lin Hao
looked at this rash young man and replied in standard F language, while not changing his face and
with sharp eyes, the mercenary squad leader who was still walking idly unconsciously took a step
back after seeing such sharp and cold eyes, associating in his mind, then his pupils contracted, no,
it can't be a real person, right?



Chapter 1078

"You, you, you can't be the real, real Lin Hao, right ......" he stammered out, while his body
stepped backwards step after step, that fearful to the depths of his soul demeanor was beyond
comical and ridiculous, as well as beyond baffling ......

What is this? How did this happen? How did the arrogance of a moment ago become so

frightened and afraid like seeing the devil revealed? This is the glory of the Gaither family, how
can it look and feel like an endless shame? Finkin Gaither, why isn't he coming down? Although

he was injured and became a disgrace to the Gaiter family, the Gaiter family was still intact and
had absolute control in Toulouse, so why was he so casually afraid of an Oriental Chinese?

Lin Hao was happy, Night One was happy. Anna was blinded, Avril's violet eyes looked
like she could see a gorgeous flower ......

Lin Hao walked towards the front, the mercenary squad leader strong man like a kitten,
backed up in fear, curled body, bowed waist, the woman small broken step state, simply to die of
laughter ......

And then look at the old man who got off before to come, protecting the threshold body

but getting shorter and shorter, he cried, originally thought to deal with George, should be able to

make Lin Hao's anger disappear some, but! A confused little captain of his own family, how dare

he run up and provoke, directly causing Lin Hao to strike, this, this, this time, they would really
all have to die!

"What!?" George heard to be killed, the whole person legs and feet a weak, disregard the
face of the pain, in turning back to look, found just now arrogant incomparable, flying body like
a shadow of that strong man, now comically turned into a frightened kitty, this comical
appearance, but he can not laugh out, all kinds of things show that now is not simple ......



And then through the windshield of the front window to look at Finkin-Gate, he is like a
big enemy look, which has what when the first meeting of the year when the scenery of the feeling,
now simply like? He is now like? A wounded little beggar, nothing!

The Gaiter family will go all out to deal with the man who ruined half of Finkin Gaiter's
face and kill the Chinese who humiliated Finkin Gaiter's face, but why would they be like this

when they faced this Chinese? What kind of man is this if not deceit when he is scared out of his

wits and comical!

This is just fooling them, the capitalists who want to get in touch with the Gaetes! Damn
the Gaetes, you bastards!

Avril followed behind Lin Hao, followed by Night One likewise, every step she took, she
felt that it wasn't real, such a scene was too fake, so fake that she felt that the sun wasn't even
warm anymore, in fact, she didn't know that it was brought about by Lin Hao's powerful aura,
causing the temperature around her to drop.

But as her eyes fell on Lin Hao's back from time to time, Avril felt that a man, no, in the
old Chinese saying, a man should be like that!

The old servant finally couldn't bear the fear Lin Hao brought when he walked up to them,
the hand protecting the door fell off and he sat on his buttocks, his whole body trembling, his
voice became trembling, "Lin... Mr. Lin... this... ...this...thing...thing is not...not me...we
made...out of it, it's all...it's all this...this man! " He spoke not only trembling, the corners of his
mouth were shivering, he couldn't say a complete sentence, and to be sincere he felt he had never
been so scared in his life ......



This one sentence came out and the scene went straight out of control! What! How could

the arrogant Gates family be so cowardly and weak as rats, it was too, too unbelievable, what was
all this? They rubbed their eyes and found that the official of the Gaither family was still sitting on

the ground, not daring to get up, and Finkin Gaither was even more afraid to get out of the car!

Seeing that Lin Hao didn't say a word, the old servant swallowed and stammered in fear

to the extreme then spoke, "I...we...would...never...dare to come out...appear in front of
you...you..."
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Anna froze in place for a long time before she caught up, and then saw such a sight that her whole

body rubbed her eyes, stunned, her brain buzzing straight away, what was this! Why! How could

this happen? This was the butler of the Finkin-Gates family, and there was Finkin-Gates in the car,
and they, they were so cowardly, weren't they afraid of losing the face of the Gates family? This

was not reality, surely not!

George was desperate, and the more this butler of the Gaunt family showed his humility,
the more desperate he felt! He had thought he had the greatest dependence, the greatest support,
and now he was so humble that he couldn't even breathe as much as he could, they were a
disgrace to the country, to the whole aristocracy! Liars, scoundrels, no good! Frauds, scoundrels,
and a good death!

It was ridiculous to look through the front windscreen of the car window at Finkin Gaither,
the former first heir to the Gaither family, and find him looking as if he was on the verge of a great

enemy, truly pathetic. Losing half his face his not worthy of pity, such a pitiful look, he deserved
it! George's heart was so full of vitriol that he could have spat it in Finkin Gatt's face and even had
the urge to strangle him! He had not only offended the Gates family, but also the new Lin

investment, and even Lin Hao. He looked at Avril, because of this woman, this damned woman.



And he had endless anger that he could not give vent to, so he condemned himself, incompetently
and furiously ......

The old servant saw George hit himself so hard? The old servant saw George hit himself

so hard? The old servant wanted to thank George for this, but he found that his hands were

completely unable to send out power, and his heart began to roar, cursing himself for being stupid

and dumb, and not at all useful when he should behave ......

The way George slapped his own face woke up everyone present, a scene that also greatly
hit their self-confidence, national self-confidence, such a scene once again, only a few days after

the last time it hit the upper class aristocrats self-confidence, while this time more thoroughly,
again because of a person!

That was Lin Hao!

At this moment, Lin Hao was the destroyer of Toulouse's dignity, regenerating Bruce Lee
and trampling on the pride and self-confidence of every citizen of Toulouse present, who was
beginning to wonder why, with all the textbooks about the weakness of China in East Asia, just
one man could easily make the nobles so afraid. The Gates! The Gatestone family, the former heir
to the throne, he didn't dare to get out of the car, his butler, his bodyguards were so scared that

they fell backwards, one like a little woman, the other like an old beggar, could this not

undermine their national self-confidence? If it weren't for the fact that this was the Gaither family,
they would have wanted to rush up and kill them with their guns, kill them, the bastards who had
crushed their heart's dignity defences ......

"Shall I ask you to come down?" Lin Hao's voice was not too loud, but all those present
could hear him. The desperate citizens looked towards the poisoned Lamborghini that had taken

the whole of Toulouse and even the southern cities by storm, expecting the man in the car to save
their self-confidence, only they knew in their hearts that this was absolutely impossible, because



the Gaiters were a big joke in front of this man... ...but such ambivalence nagged at the back of

their minds ......

Finkin Gaither guarded the doorknob, tugging at it with a death grip, not to open the door,
and he looked out of the window at the faces of every citizen with desperate eyes, who expected
him to come down, but despised him for looking down on him, a look he had not seen before, not
in his proud heart, only, only now his heart was overwhelmed with fear.

The situation he faced that night, he would never forget in his life, the dominance after
shaving half of his face, the machine guns sweeping but not even one hitting him, the human devil,
the absolute human devil, such a person, he could not think of any way to deal with it, he was
openly open, not to Lin Hao, but he wanted to be open from other Chinese people, one to save face,
two to vent, but the premise was both, this person was not Lin Hao...

Chapter 1080

"No, dare not." Finkin Gaite does not want to die, pride all lost he, at this moment, between the
choice of life and death, he gave up pride, gave up the family honor, but chose to live ...... that
day the vigor, is the pride of the whole field son of heaven, today look is so humble as grass, the
wind in the candle, look let the night a all feel heartache. The heart aches for this false national
pride, he came to Toulouse most upset is that every person no matter how noble or low can not go

to cross them, despise the Chinese, but every one is stepped on by them, and then terrified and

regretful look, comical let people feel sad ......

"Do not dare then also quickly get down!" Lin Hao voice a shock, is getting out of the car
Finkin Gait directly from the seat a foot stepped on the air, directly fell to the ground, and right

face smashed on the ground, handsome extraordinary half of the face, in lifting up, dusty face,
and a few withered leaves, while smashing the ground after the stimulation to the injured half of

the face injury, blood spilled out, wet gauze, flowing on the neck, he did not dare to wipe, such a
wretched look, let the Anna all feel really too pitiful ......



She couldn't help but think seriously in her heart, this is really Finkin Gaite, the Finkin
Gaite who is known in Toulouse as the head of the future young generation, but, but this look, it's
just, it's just too humble, even worse than a dog, huh? She put away all the thoughts in her heart

to go over and talk to him, defecating and hiding away, and at this moment, her eyes were on Lin
Hao, whose thin back, at this moment, was so magnificent and stunning, like a paladin of angels,
a knight of the princess, the embodiment of all beautiful fantasies. The embodiment of all

beautiful fantasies ......

Only what she didn't know was that Lin Hao was not a knight, but a king! Nor was he the
paladin of the angels, but the Lord God of the angels!

Avril exclaimed, covering her mouth, this, this was the same Lin Hao who was the master
of that Golefant castle and was banned by the Toulouse upper classes? And then he was met by

himself in the street like this, was this really fate? The ancient East, it was still wonderful, and her
heart was endlessly happy, incomparably happier than it had been since she had beaten and

expelled George ......

"You can't kill me!" Finkin Gatt rose to his feet, his previously straight and confident body
now limp without a trace of decency without a trace of pride. His words were blunt, there was no
more leverage that allowed him to be proud ......

Lin Hao smiled, staring at Finkin-Gate, sizing up his gaze from top to bottom, not letting
go of any inch of Finkin-Gate's body, Finkin-Gate was staring at his whole body uncomfortable,
he hurriedly shouted to explain, "If you kill me, Jenny will not be happy. You know, Jenny is a
good person, her heart is all sunshine, if you kill me, you are tainted with blood, you are a demon,
and angels do not stand with demons ......"



Lin Hao laughed, thinking back to a few days ago how this man was so domineering,
arrogant and confident in front of his own heels, fighting even more against himself for a woman,
and now? But take out a woman is begging for mercy with himself, really ridiculous pathetic
pathetic people ......

Lin Hao teasingly said, ? whisk love to cover the west cover Yi'er? "When did I ever say

I wanted to kill you?"

"This ......" Finkin-Gate directly a happy, sorrowful face revealed a strong smile, the
whole body emitted the sprinkling of death and resurrection, it is such a flowing transformation of
emotions, let people feel humble to pathetic... ...

Where is your pride? The public roared, and George looked on in amazement at the sight

of Finkin Gatte, whom he had never been able to climb, and now he looked like this!

Anna's face lost its colour, she already had no good impression of Finkin Gatt, but she
could not help but feel sick at the sight of such a humble Finkin Gatt. After all, the existence she
once admired was now so humble that she felt she had been humiliated along with the
company ......
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